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On page 1, line 6, after "protect" strike "the"1

On page 1, line 7, after "health," insert "the"2

On page 1, beginning on line 14, after "product" strike all3
material through "product." on line 17 and insert "and a wholesaler,4
supplier, or retailer that has contractually undertaken5
responsibility to the manufacturer for the "do not flush" labeling of6
a covered product."7

On page 1, line 20, after "hygiene, or" insert "household hard"8

On page 2, line 8, after "emblem on" strike "the packaging of a9
covered product" and insert "a covered product package"10

On page 2, line 9, after "side of" strike "the covered" and11
insert "a"12

On page 2, at the beginning of line 14, after "the" insert13
"surface area of the"14

On page 2, beginning on line 19, after "film, the" strike all15
material through "multiplying" on line 20 and insert "surface area of16
the principal display panel constitutes"17

On page 2, line 35, after "area of the" strike "side of the"18

On page 3, line 1, after "(5)" strike "(a) Ensure the symbol has19
sufficient printed" and insert "Ensure the symbol has sufficiently"20

On page 3, line 4, after "use." insert "In the case of a printed21
symbol, "high contrast" is defined as follows:"22

On page 3, at the beginning of line 5, strike all material23
through "(i)" on line 7 and insert "(a)"24
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Reletter the remaining subsections consecutively and correct any1
internal references accordingly.2

On page 3, line 15, after "request by" strike "a person" and3
insert "the state, acting through the attorney general, a city, or a4
county"5

On page 3, line 16, after "submit to" strike "that person" and6
insert "the requesting entity"7

On page 3, line 20, after "concurrent" insert "and exclusive"8

On page 4, beginning on line 10, after "product" strike all9
material through "item number" on line 11 and insert "package"10

On page 4, beginning on line 12, after "product" strike all11
material through "considered a" on line 13 and insert "package is12
considered part of the same,"13

EFFECT: Amends the definition of "covered entity" to specify that
the definition includes a wholesaler, supplier, or retailer that has
contractually undertaken responsibility to the manufacturer for the
"do not flush" labeling of a covered product. Limits the entities
that may request nonconfidential business information and
documentation from a covered entity to the attorney general, a city,
or a county. Specifies that the attorney general, cities, and
counties, have concurrent and exclusive authority to enforce the
labeling requirements. Changes the qualification of a specific
violation of the labeling requirements from the sale of a
noncompliant product by stock keeping unit number or unique item
number to the sale of a noncompliant product package. Makes technical
and clarifying changes.

--- END ---
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